JUVENTUS FOOTBALL CLUB
Parking Rules

1. Accessing the car park with a vehicle implies acceptance of these rules.
2. Vehicle owners are allowed to access the car park only if they display the one-day coupon and/or seasonal parking card at the
entrance, along with the ticket to the stadium. The aforementioned coupon and/or parking card must be displayed in clear view through
the front windscreen on the surface of the dashboard while the vehicle is parked.
3. Use of the car park is an extra service reserved only to legitimate owners of a valid ticket to the stadium and, therefore, the latter
must be displayed and can be used only for home matches played and organised by the First Team of Juventus in the Juventus
Stadium, based on the calendar - dates and venues - established by Lega Nazionale Professionisti and/or UEFA (and any variations to
the fixtures). During such matches, the car park is open for users to access 3 (three) hours before the match up to 1 (one) hour after
the end of the match.
4. Every single coupon and/or parking card entitles the owner to temporarily occupy a single car space (marked or unmarked,
depending on the ticket and/or instructions given by staff in charge) inside the car park with his/her vehicle during Juventus matches,
and does not include any surveillance and custody provided by Juventus for the vehicles and their contents.
5. The vehicle/pass owner cannot use the car space for other purposes, cannot deposit items of any kind nor conduct maintenance,
repairs or clean his/her vehicle.
6. The car park must be used with diligence and accuracy; any damage caused by the vehicle owner due to improper use or hazards
caused by his/her vehicle will be charged to the latter.
7. In order to facilitate the efficient performance of all parking operations, the vehicle owner is required to follow any instructions or
comply with requests made by Juventus staff in charge.
8. The vehicle owner is required to park his/her vehicle in the car spaces clearly outlined by the stripes and to follow the signs inside
the car park, including those for car space reserved to persons with a handicap. More specifically:
a)
the driver is required to diligently follow the signposts in the car park, any instructions written or verbally given by operators,
and all provisions of law and regulations;
b)
every car space must be used only to park one motored vehicle, or rather, cars or motorcycles without trailers of any kind,
with the exclusion of any other means of transportation;
c)
when parking the vehicle, the driver must follow the stripes on the pavement; it is forbidden to park on the access routes.
The driver is required to park the vehicle so that it does not obstruct other vehicles already parked in the parking lot and to
occupy only one car space. If two car spaces or space outside the striped perimeter are occupied, the driver will be charged a
minimum fine of € 40.00, as well as the costs of any greater damage and without prejudice to the fact that transiting outside
the areas and surfaces indicated by the signs, or within them, but without a valid or clearly visible permit, may also entail the
removal or confiscation of the vehicle, with costs for its retrieval charged to the vehicle owner;
d)
the driver of a parked vehicle is required to park the car with the engine off, brakes engaged, closed, and adopt all safety and
precautionary measures;
e)
it is forbidden to leave animals, flammable and/or explosive material, hazardous items or whose presence may attract theft
attempts, inside the parked vehicle;
f)
it is forbidden to refuel or wash a vehicle, change the oil, perform mechanical repairs or maintenance of any kind, unload and
deposit items of any kind, especially if flammable, inside the parking lot.
9. Vehicle circulation within the parking lot must be kept below the maximum speed of 5 km/hour; it is, moreover, absolutely
forbidden:
a)
to use fire and open lights;
b)
to park vehicles with a fuel leak, or that display other defects that would damage the car park;
c)
to park a vehicle that does not have a valid license plate or authorised replacement plate, without the specific consent of
Juventus;
d)
to park the vehicle in transit areas and in front of exits.
e)
to access and park vehicles that run on gas propulsion (LPG) without a safety system compliant with ECE/ONU 67-01
regulation and/or that exceed the maximum height of 2.20 meters in the P8 underground parking area.
10. Juventus does not provide custody of vehicles, their equipment and accessories, or any items left inside them; therefore, Juventus
is in no way liable for vehicle thefts and/or theft of their various accessories and equipment and will not answer for any thefts that
should occur within the car park, nor for any damage to the vehicles caused by individuals who are not its direct employees or by
property or animals that do not belong to it; moreover, Juventus cannot be held accountable for damage, including total loss, that may
arise from a vehicle fire, whatever the cause, crimeful acts, vandalism, atmospheric agents and acts of God in general.
11. In case of damage due to collisions, accidents etc. caused by vehicle owners inside the car park, the right to compensation for the
damage will be exercised by the victim against the vehicle owner who caused the latter, with the exclusion of any liability o f Juventus;
Juventus is not liable for any damage caused by third parties to parked vehicles
12. The vehicle owner is the sole person responsible for damage caused to facilities, car park staff and/or third parties and/or third
vehicles.
13. Please note that the stadium features a video-surveillance system that records taped footage of its adjacent car parks. The images
are monitored, recorded and stored exclusively by the police force, or rather, by public safety authorities or other public subjects in
order to maintain the public order and safety, ensure prevention, ascertain or repress crimes, as explicitly required by law.
14. In case the parking card is lost, stolen or removed, the card holder must immediately report it to the relevant authorities. The card
holder can apply for a new card upon exhibition of the filed report and payment of the fee for a replacement card.

